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Author/Speaker

Subjects

Dr. Steven Greer

UFO and alien encounters and
abductions

David Wilcock

ascension, 2012, dimensions,
conspiracies, extra terrestrials

Richard Hoagland

Joseph P. Farrell
Terrence Mackenna

Brief Summary
Websites
Greer states that he may have found a series of protocols
and techniques that allow for a UFO sighting and perhaps http://www.disclosureproject.org/
even an encounter
David Wilcock is a professional lecturer, filmmaker and
researcher of ancient civilizations, consciousness science, http://www.divinecosmos.com/
and new paradigms of matter and energy.

Richard Hoagland is a generalist who researches
conspiracy theories, UFOs, structures
mysteries, anomalies and potential conspiracies. He was
on Mars, hyperdimensional and
http://www.enterprisemission.com/
one of the main activists that puches Nasa to release
Torsion physics, pyramids, 2012
mars images
Joseph Farrell is a generalist that follows strange
nazi technologies for time travel, UFO
occurrences in history. He has written several books
creation and levitation, Giza pyramids
about nazi research, the pyramids are some sort of
as a weapon
weapon, time travel and dimensions
psychedelic plants, visions, I-Ching,
past away in 2000. Found mathematical formulas that
2012, time travel
rule the I-Ching in order to enter through time

Steven Willner

conspiracy theories, Illuminati, 2012
ascencion, alignment, astral bodies

Albert Taylor

Astral Travel

Brian Weiss

reincarnation, ascencion, past lives

Glenn Steckling

alien bases on the moon

John Anthony West

Antiquity of the sphinx and other
monuments in Egypt

Joe Bullard

the mystery of Coral Castle

Michael Cremo

extremey antiquity of mankind

http://www.labyrinthofthepsychonaut.com/
researcher specialised in astral travel explains techniques
and different level of counsciouness
Psychiatrist who discovered patient's past lives under
hypnosis and has now helped over 4000 patients over 26
years
Glenn Steckling took over his father's research on
Adamski's work and studies.
Author of Serpent in the Sky he states that the sphinx is
at least 30 thousand year old and attemps to trace the
civilisation that built it.
writes about the strange construction that was built by
one man, Edward Leedskalnin, with the same technique
as those who built the pyramids
author of Forbidden Archeology and researcher into
ancient mysteries he also talks about dimensions, the
human consciousness and divinities

www.horuscentre.org

http://www.alberttaylor.com/
http://www.brianweiss.com/
http://www.gafintl-adamski.com/html/GAFpg1.htm
http://www.jawest.net/
http://www.coralcastle.com/
http://www.waitingforagnes.com/
http://www.mcremo.com/
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Tracy Tormé

Alien abduction cases and
interdimensional travel

writer of Sliders, some star trek episodes, fire in the sky,
etc. Works with Hollywood and explores alien abductions
and interdimensional experiences

out of body experience, UFOs, Grays, His fiction/esoteric books have been used for movie
http://www.unknowncountry.com/
interdimensional travel
productions
psychologist who writes about a sixt sense linked to
Dr. Laurie Nadel
sixth sense
http://www.unlockyoursixthsense.com/
dimensional aspects.
ancient civilisations, hidden
alternative history expert and author of over 20 books on
David Hatcher Childress discoveries, egyptians in america,
mysteries, cover ups and recent discoveries
vimana aircraft

Whitley Strieber

Kevin & Matthew Taylor Hollow Earth
William Henry

Hollow Earth theories, expanding earth and doorways

light beings, ascension, stargate, 2012 William Henry calls himself an investigative mythologist

www.horuscentre.org

http://www.hollowearththeory.com/
http://www.williamhenry.net/
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